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the deckadance platinum dj software allows
you to play music from virtually any deck,

including deckadance dvs decks. deckadance
platinum is a powerful, easy to use

application that will quickly get you into the
dj game. the deckadance platinum software
is easy to use and very powerful, with full

support for deckadance dvs decks. you can
use the help button on the track and deck

panel to get access to help menus, and with
deckadance you can load in almost any track
format, including traktor/ircore samples. the

librarian is a great way of finding sounds,
with a similar function to the ableton sampler
and sampler applications. you can also load

any audio format for the deck (cd, mp3, wav,
etc). the deckadance 3.0 interface is a bit
different to the previous versions, which

means that it requires an adjustment period.
it is worth spending some time getting used
to it though, as it gives you a lot of flexibility,
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including the ability to create your own
presets. volume : this is the master volume
control. when you mute the master volume,

deckadance will be completely silent.
deckadance is able to automatically reduce
the master volume to control for headphone

bleed when the master volume is muted.
bpm : this is the current beat. there are 2

beat grids, one is for the main deck and the
other is for the sub decks. when you press
bpm control, deckadance will move to the
beat grid youve chosen. the number under
the bpm knob indicates the beats per bar.

the higher the bpm, the faster the tempo is.
theres an easy-to-use interface for the entire
dj process, from sampling and sequencing to

mixing. unlike most dj applications,
deckadance is able to run full screen and

take full advantage of your computer screen.
all deck functions, such as deck sync, deck

ripper, deck edit, deck sequencer, deck edit,
deck effects, deck cutter, deck master, deck
mix, and deck sampler are user-friendly and
intuitive. users will be able to create amazing

tracks in a matter of minutes!
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the deckadance music editor lets you record
and play back all kinds of audio files
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including wav, aif, and mp3 files. the editor
features can handle clip duration up to 15

minutes with a variety of compression rates,
including 16khz to 44.1khz. after the

audacity, ableton comes up as the next most
audio editor in the list. with the deckadance,

most of the studio features found in the
applications like audio recording, sound

editor, effect and so on are already present
within the deckadance music editor. the
recording capabilities of deckadance are

extremely great as compared to any other
music editor which allows recording your

performances using deckadance. the users
can listen to their recordings or even save
them to music files (mp3, mp3, aiff). the
recording functionality of the deckadance

software is of considerable helpfulness as it
allows the users to increase the number of
recording options. for instance, one of the

important factors you need to consider when
using deckadance software is the fact that it
runs on microsoft windows operating system
which has been the industry standard. the
deckadance software allows you to operate

the deckadance music app with flexible
settings and its very much different from the

other music editors. deckadance 2 is
completely customizable in terms of

appearance with configurable labels, panels,
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patterns, backgrounds, border, and other
options. only a few features are locked to a
theme choice (such as featured clip names
and effects layouts). you can change the
value of any of these colors to suit your

needs. in addition to theme options, you can
also choose to have the program run in a

windowed mode so you have the flexibility to
perform in other applications while

controlling deckadance from a separate
window in the corner of your screen. if you
choose to run in this mode, the program

defaults to a vertical layout with 2 decks with
a smart panel either side. any of these can

be changed in the preferences > layout
window. 5ec8ef588b
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